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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Classic Rock Trivia 2 and bring
your thinking hat. Answer classic rock trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value.
Correct answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your

progress and aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple
times and completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

25 Vaults to Crack(levels)
250 Unique Trivia Questions

Timer Based Questions
Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level

3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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The contents of this DLC should be free. Recommend to purchase on sale\/special.. Overall a horrible game. A for Effort but it
doesnt really offer anything new or fun. It would still be acceptable if it were free but its a little bit too expensive for a crap
game like this. 1/10 because the dev's tried.. Ignite is just an all around poor racing game--a bad clone with zero originality.
Stick to the Flatout, Burnout, and Need for Speed series.. One of the best horror experiences I have ever had in VR! I screamed
like a little girl and so did my sister. I also didn't get any motion sickness which is a first for me. It's a short experience but
worth every cent, especially when you scare the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of your friends and family.
Hopefully there will be more to come. Buy it NOW!. Not recommended. This is a piece of art, not a game.

good:

Many of the "puzzles" are nice to look at either in their initial or their finished state

The music is okay

bad:

No challenge whatsoever. Clicking through the 90 levels feels like a chore

The graphics are too minimimalistic for a piece of art, the music too

Everything in the game is designed to force a slow pace on you, as listed below

Tiles turn slowly and you cannot click them while they turn to chain turn commands

You can only turn tiles counter-clockwise. Have fun clicking lots of tiles three times and watching them turn slowly

After a puzzle is obviously finished, you still have to click the root tile to have the game confirm this. slowly

Milky Way Map is the same type of game and has none of the problems listed above. Go play that instead.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/806020/Milky_Way_Map/. I absolutely love this game and especially the mechanics in it.
What has been put in this game has been very well done and is quite impressive. The game still has a few flaws (random
negative wallet balances/ore counts) but the game is going somewhere and there are constant updates.

When this game is completely finished and released as a full game it will be a beautiful game and will beat any other space sims
just because of how they are targetting what a great space sim needs and actually getting content out for the player base to mess
with and actually play the game.

Open Universe - Build ships/stations - Clean graphics and gameplay (very smooth) - Unique mechanics (mining is awesome)

Definitely worth the money and a try. Don't expect perfection, but it will impress.. The program is not a new idea, except for the
fact that it is made with Plex directly in mind. There are a few issues that can restrict what shows and plays on a particular
server when Plex will work just fine on any other platform. Definitely a huge pain in the ***. Besides the inability to see all of
the content, the simulation that you exist in is barebone. You can change to a couple locations or exist in a black world and you
can alter the screen size and location. The enironments themselves feel very, very fake. Over a decade ago I was learning C++
and generated an entire prestine city out of code. It was beautiful, but too perfect and it looked.. well.. generated. That is the
only way I can describe the aesthetics. As for controlling everything.. the author really felt touch was the way to go. Remember,
this is a "I'm going to sit back in a Lazy Boy and watch a movie" program but for some reason a controller wasn't thought up. To
add to the sitting down should be the focus problems, if you are sitting and line up the black "VR Lazy Boy" to your Lazy Boy
perfectly you can accidently change the environment with your hands in a resting state on the arm rests. It was really, really
annoying to try to figure what madness was happening the first time I wanted to watch something.

On top of all of that no one has reviewed this game for well over a month, and the developer is nowhere to be seen. I would
HIGHLY DISCOURAGE buying this title until some serious work is done. I got it for 20% off the $9.99 price and still asked
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for a refund.. Charming platformer. I would recommend to Kid Icarus fans.. The scavenge ability is amazing, especially if you
research the techs associated with it. The campaign is also kind of fun too. (Especially with how hammy the leader is, really
makes it feel that much more like a GC2 callback.). Dungeon Warfare meets GemCraft! The Dungeon Warfare we all loved
now comes with an expanded meta level, craftables and consumables, new traps etc. etc.
The first DW was probably my favorite "Tower Defense" game of all time - this one is even better! Play it, love it!
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druids druids watcha gonna do
watcha gonna do when dey cume for you

is great tho you should play

p.s. its buggy as hell. 10/10 sequel pls. Excellent fun game, and at a bargain price. Still prefer the original though. Good game,
old vibes from 99 Vidas :)
It is hard at the beginning. After 30 minutes and 2 levels, I can beat many thugs now XD
Just the ketboard input is a little bit odd (if you have a controller, it's better) in my opinion. Also, the first boss is more difficult
than the others. The game flow and pace is also good, considering you can upgrade your character.

If you like old school "beat n up", go for it!. Over 13 hours and I'm yet to hit a bird yet, nah not really I've hit 2. Best thing about
this game is the noise the birds make when you hit them. Sounds like someone went to a childcare and asked the kids to make a
sound like ________ (insert bird) and then they recorded it and puit them in the game.

Also all the birds seem to have super direction change jet packs on, it's all a pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥really and another shoddy VR
game that's got onto steam due to the VR rules they had in place.. This game surprised me, in a very good way. The character
system has more depth than it looks like. The game overall is fairly polished. I'm having a blast with it, anyway. Highly
recommended.
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